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The magnetic properties of diluted films composed of nanocomposite Co–CoO nanoparticles (of ~8 nm 
diameter) dispersed in a Cu matrix have been investigated. The nanoparticles were formed in an 
aggregation chamber by sputtering at different Ar/O2 partial pressures (0–0.015). The exchange bias 
properties appear to be insensitive to the amount of O2 during their formation. However, the temperature 
dependence of the magnetization, M(T), exhibits two different contributions with relative intensities that 
correlate with the amount of O2. The magnetic results imply that two types of particles are formed, 
nanocomposite Co–CoO (determining the exchange bias) and pure CoO, as confirmed by transmission 
electron microscopy observations. Importantly, as the O2 partial pressure during the sputtering is raised 
the number of  nanocomposite Co–CoO nanoparticles (exhibiting exchange bias properties) is reduced 
and, consequently, there is an increase in the relative amount of pure, antiferromagnetic CoO particles. 
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I. Introduction 
 
Magnetic nanoparticles (NPs) are the subject of extensive research due to their rich phenomenology, 
strikingly different to their bulk counterparts, and to their ever increasing number of applications (Batlle 
and Labarta 2002; Lu et al 2007; Tartaj et al 2003; Willard et al 2004). The magnetic properties of 
ferromagnetic (FM) nanoparticles have been observed to be substantially modified when they are 
surrounded by an antiferromagnetic (AFM) shell due to exchange coupling (Nogues and Schuller 1999; 
Nogues et al 2005). In fact, this coupling, typically associated with “exchange–bias” (the horizontal shift 
of the hysteresis loop, HE, after field cooling the sample through the Néel temperature of the AFM 
component in a FM–AFM heterostructure), was first discovered in surface oxidized Co nanoparticles half 
century ago (Meiklejohn and Bean 1956; Meiklejohn and Bean 1957). The topic has been recently 
enlivened by the discussion of the magnetically stabilizing effect produced by exchange coupling in core–
shell FM–AFM nanoparticles, and its possible implications in high density storage media (Eftaxias and 
Trohidou 2005; Evans et al 2009; Skumryev et al 2003). 
 
Since the exchange–bias field HE is essentially determined by the FM–AFM interface area per unit 
volume of the ferromagnet (AFM–AFM/VFM) (Nogues and Schuller 1999; Nogues et al 2005)  and the 
density of uncompensated spins in the AFM side of such interfaces [affecting JFM–AFM (Fecioru-Morariu et 
al 2007; Takano et al 1997)], i.e., HE ∝ JFM–AFM×AFM–AFM/VFM, one may attempt to strengthen the 
exchange–bias effect by increasing both factors through the introduction of morphological disorder in the 
particles, i.e. moving from the usual core–shell structure to “composite” NPs comprising a disordered 
mixture of FM and AFM nanoscopic regions within the particle. Interestingly, while producing core–shell 
nanoparticles of transition metals is straightforward by simple passivation, producing composite 
nanoparticles is considerably harder. However, the technique of gas–phase aggregation (Binns et al 2005; 
Wegner et al 2006) is capable of such, more complex, synthesis by sputtering using an Ar/O2 mixture (in 
contrast to using pure Ar), thus allowing the Co to partially oxidize while condensing to form the 
nanoparticles. We have recently shown the feasibility of this technique by growing films of composite 
Co–CoO nanoparticles (i.e., with no matrix) (De Toro et al 2009; Gonzalez et al 2009). Nevertheless, the 
magnetic properties of the films (Gonzalez et al 2009) were probably influenced by the “connectivity 
effect” (i.e., exchange interactions between CoO regions of different NPs) recently described by (Nogues 
et al 2006), therefore not reflecting the properties of the nanoparticles themselves, but those of the whole 
ensemble. To highlight the intrinsic properties of the nanoparticles, here we present the magnetic 
characterization of granular films comprising such Co–CoO composite particles highly dispersed (< 1% 
vol.) in a Cu matrix.  
 
II. Experimental 
 
Four different samples were prepared using different oxygen pressures in the condensation chamber, 
namely PO2 = 0 (S1), 6×10–4 (S2), 1×10–3 (S3) and 3×10–3 (S4) mbar. For all of them, the sputtering gas 
(Ar) pressure was kept at 0.2 mbar, the sputtering power at 60 W, and the aggregation length at 30 cm. 
The base pressure in the chamber was 2×10–6 mbar. The Cu matrix was co–deposited by rf–sputtering in 
the main deposition chamber at 5 Å/s. Moving a quartz crystal monitor in front of the sample holder, the 
particle deposition rate was measured to be about 0.2 Å/s at the beginning of each deposition. However, 
in order to obtain a sizeable magnetic signal, the deposition time had to be as long as 20 minutes, during 
which the nanoparticle deposition rate could not be monitored.  Compositional microanalysis (EDAX) 
yielded values of about 2% at. for the Co concentration (close to the detection limit), thus confirming the 
diluted character of the samples. The magnetic characterization, as a function of temperature (5 -300 K) 
and applied field (up to 70 kOe), was done using Quantum Design SQUID magnetometry. Transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) experiments were performed in a JEOL 2011 electron microscope, working 
at 200 kV, with a point resolution of 0.194 nm. TEM micrographs show that the oxygen pressure has no 
significant effect on the average particle size and that all the samples display a narrow particle size 
distribution with an average NP diameter of 8 nm. Note that in order to simplify the TEM experiments the 
grids have much larger nanoparticle densities than the diluted granular films used for the magnetic study.  
 
 
III. Results and discussion 
 
Figure 1 shows the hysteresis loops of the four samples measured at 10 K after cooling from room 
temperature in a field of 50 kOe. Note that in all cases the loops were measured up to 70 kOe and that the 
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diamagnetic contribution from the sample holder was subtracted. The curves have been normalized to 
allow a better comparison. Remarkably, the three samples grown in the presence of O2 (S2–S4) have a 
very similar exchange bias field, HE, and coercivity, HC (see inset in Fig. 1). Moreover, the values HE ~ 
200 Oe and HC ~400–500 Oe are surprisingly more than 50 times smaller than those obtained for 
composite nanoparticles films (i.e., without matrix) (Gonzalez et al 2009).  On the other hand, the 
reference sample S1 (grown with nominally no oxygen), exhibits slightly larger HE and HC than samples 
S2–S4, proving that the nominally pure Co particles in this sample have in fact oxidized to some extent, 
thus forming a core–shell Co–CoO structure. The moderately low HE and HC values for S1 are consistent 
with the diluted character of these samples (Nogues et al 2006), in contrast to the large values obtained 
for dense nanoparticle films and powders (Nogues et al 2005).   
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Fig. 1.  Normalized hysteresis loops measured at 10 K after cooling from room temperature in a field of 50 kOe. The inset shows 
the exchange–bias and coercivity fields extracted from these loops. The lines are guides to the eye. 
 
The results for samples S2–S4 confirm that isolated composite nanoparticles exhibit properties different 
to those of nanoparticulate dense films (without matrix) of the same nanoparticles. However, given their 
composite microstructure (with more AFM–FM interfaces, more disorder and possibly more 
uncompensated spins), the low values for HE and HC are somewhat unexpected. This result can probably 
be attributed to finite size effects in the antiferromagnetic regions (CoO) of the nanoparticles. Namely, 
each particle (of only 8 nm diameter) is probably composed of several AFM regions separated by FM 
regions. Consequently, most of these ultrafine AFM grains are exceedingly small to induce any bias, the 
anisotropy barrier being too low to render them thermally stable. This is due not only to the small size 
itself, but to its degrading influence on the ordering temperature and anisotropy of nanoscopic 
antiferromagnets, as reported both for films (Tang et al 2003) and  nanoparticles (Sako et al 1996; Wang 
et al 2004). In highly concentrated samples, such as the composite NPs films studied by (Gonzalez et al 
2009) exhibiting HE values of several kOe, exchange coupling between neighbouring oxide regions of 
touching particles will tend to stabilize their AFM order and, thus, increase the exchange bias field. This 
mechanism was recently reported by (Nogues et al 2006), who found a striking three order of magnitude 
increase in the exchange bias field upon increasing the concentration of a granular film comprising Co–
CoO core–shell nanoparticles with 1 nm thick shells. In core–shell nanoparticles with larger FM cores, 
the core could also help stabilizing the AFM shells through exchange interactions (Leighton et al 2002) or 
proximity effects (Golosovsky et al 2009). In our composite particles, instead of such FM core there are 
several remnants of non–oxidized Co. The magnetostatic energy of these small FM fragments would be 
correspondingly small, therefore having little effect on the stabilization of the AFM parts (Dobrynin et al 
2005; Dobrynin et al 2007). In short, although the microstructure may be, in principle, adequate for the 
enhancement of exchange bias, finite size effects in such small nanoparticles dominate the magnetic 
properties.  
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Figure 2 presents the temperature dependence of the exchange bias (main panel) and coercive (inset) 
fields for the four samples studied. The onset temperature for exchange bias is the same, TO = 170 K, for 
the tree samples with nanoparticles grown by reactive aggregation (S2, S3, S4), in agreement with the 
also similar values found for HE. The core-shell sample (S1) displays a slightly higher onset temperature 
(TO = 200 K). The low values found for TO in all samples (as compared with TN = 290 K in bulk CoO) 
are, in a sense, consistent with their moderate HE and HC (Nogues et al 2006). T2 ≈ 170 K implies a 
reasonable stability of the CoO AFM network in the composite nanoparticles (i.e., a moderate effective 
anisotropy), which, as discussed in (Nogues et al 2006), should translate in a moderate HE. Regarding the 
coercive field, the inset of Fig. 2 shows the well known effect of coercivity enhancement associated to 
unidirectional exchange coupling, as the reduction of HC with temperature reproduces that of HE.  
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Fig. 2.  Temperature dependence of the exchange bias field, HE, (main panel) and coercivity, HC (inset). 
 

The fact that both the exchange bias field (inset of Fig. 1) and the onset temperature (Fig. 2) are virtually 
independent of the oxygen pressure in the aggregation chamber is rather intriguing. These results might 
be understood in a scenario where the main effect of an increasing O2 pressure were the production of an 
increasingly large population of fully oxidized CoO particles (which due to their AFM character would 
not contribute to HC and HE), whereas the remaining particles, i.e., the composite Co–CoO NPs 
responsible for the observed exchange–bias effect, would not change significantly in structure.  
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the zero–field cooled (ZFC) and magnetization measured at H = 50 Oe. The inset gives an 
example of field cooled (FC) magnetization for one of the samples (S3). The dotted and dashed vertical lines signal the low (T1) and 
high (T2) temperature features, respectively, present in all samples comprising composite particles (S2, S3, S4). 
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In order to test this hypothesis, we have studied the thermal stability of the particles recording the 
temperature dependence of the magnetization, shown in Fig. 3. All curves were registered in H = 50 Oe 
upon heating from low temperature after cooling either in zero field (ZFC) or in the measuring field (FC). 
The magnetization of the FC curves increases monotonically at low temperatures, as exemplified in the 
inset for sample S3, which is characteristic of ideally isolated ensembles of magnetic nanoparticles with 
negligible interactions (Knobel et al 2008). Consequently, any influence of the “connectivity effect”  
(Nogues et al 2006) on the magnetic properties can be safely ruled out. 
 
Remarkably, all the ZFC curves exhibit two clear components with different relative importance 
depending on the O2 partial pressure: (i) a low temperature one at T1 ≈ 50 K, and (ii) a second feature at 
T2 ≈ 170 K (except in the reference sample, at 240 K). The two components can be ascribed to the 
blocking temperatures of the anticipated pure CoO and composite Co–CoO particles, respectively. In 
samples S2-S4 the second peak temperature, T2, is the same as their exchange bias onset temperature. 
This coincidence, often observed in small heterostructured FM-AFM particles (Normile et al 2006; 
Nogués et al 2006), confirms that such maxima corresponds to the blocking temperature of composite 
nanoparticles comprising FM regions (metallic Co). It means that the stability of such regions is not 
determined by their size, but rather by the effective anisotropy contribution introduced by their exchange 
coupling to AFM regions (CoO) within the particle, which vanishes at TO = T2 = 170 K. Without this 
coupling, the ultrafine non-oxidized regions in the particles would block at lower temperatures. Regarding 
the core-shell reference sample (S1), its onset temperature is slightly higher (To ~ 200 K), but still lower 
than the blocking temperature (240 K). This can be understood in terms of the expected larger size of the 
Co cores in these particles (compared to the Co regions in the composite NPs), which would render them 
stable even when the exchange bias anisotropy contribution disappears.  
 
Therefore, the data in Fig. 3 suggest that the varying oxygen pressure conditions do not result in  
homogeneous changes in the degree of oxidation of the particles, but only affect the relative fractions of 
composite Co–CoO and CoO particles, without changing significantly the nature of the two types of 
particles (e.g., the blocking temperatures remain virtually unaffected). Moreover, the samples with a 
higher magnetization (less oxidized) have a smaller low temperature component (less CoO), showing 
only a smooth hump at T1. Conversely, the samples with lower magnetization (namely S2 and S3), thus 
probably with a higher oxide content, display clearly larger low temperature features (i.e., more CoO). 
Consistently, the reference sample (core–shell structured) has both a different blocking temperature (240 
K) for the Co–CoO particles and a different exchange–bias field (300 Oe) with respect to the other three 
samples. Note that sample S1 also exhibits a smooth hump at low temperature revealing the presence of a 
small fraction of CoO particles.  
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Fig. 4. Example (sample S2) of the effect of the measuring field (H = 10 Oe vs. 200 Oe) on the relative weight of the two 
components of the zero-field cooled magnetization curves. 
 
The study of the ZFC magnetization curves measured in different applied fields supports, in its turn, the 
above ascription of the two components. Figure 4 illustrates the variation of their relative weight for 
sample S2 (a similar behaviour was observed in the other samples). The intensity of the peak at T2 is 
smaller than that at T1 when the curve is measured at low fields (as in H = 10 Oe in Figure 4), but 
increasing fields causes them to level and eventually make the second peak larger than the first feature. 
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This result can be well accounted for within our model: at low fields the magnetization of the majority 
AFM CoO particles (measured at T1) is larger than that of the minority composite particles (measured at 
T2), but increasing fields are expected to cause the susceptibility of the FM regions in the composite 
particles to increase sharply while that of the AFM particles remains constant, which explains why the 
second feature in the ZFC curves surpasses the low temperature one. Note that the ZFC curves are 
measured after demagnetizing at high temperature and, therefore, the magnetic response of the Co regions 
is given by the initial magnetization curve of a ferromagnet, which usually starts at small fields with a 
reversible stage characterized by a low magnetic susceptibility followed by a high susceptibility 
irreversible response at larger fields (Cullity and Graham 2009), thus supporting the above explanation. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 5.  TEM study for sample S2; (a) Low magnification TEM image. The arrows point to the nanoparticles with non-
homogeneous contrast. Shown in the inset is the selective area diffraction of the same area. The different rings are indexed 
according to CoO and fcc-Co. (b) High resolution TEM image of two particles where the planes of the main crystallites are shown. 
The top and bottom insets correspond to the fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of the two particles. (c) High resolution TEM image of a 
nanocompostite Co-CoO particle where the Co crystallites are highlighted by arrows. 
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From the structural point of view, the analysis of the XRD patterns on analogous samples (Gonzalez et al 
2009) evidences that the samples are mostly composed of CoO and that the amount of CoO increases for 
larger O2 partial pressures. The TEM analysis for sample S2 further confirms the major presence of CoO 
in the samples. As can be seen from the low magnification image, the nanoparticles exhibit two different 
types of contrast (Fig. 5a), where most of the particles have an homogeneous contrast (corresponding to 
CoO) while some have a non-homegenous contrast (Co-CoO particles, see arrows in Fig. 5) Similarly, in 
the selective area diffraction pattern (inset in Fig. 5a), the CoO rings are more intense than the Co ones. 
Moreover, the simultaneous presence of pure CoO and Co-CoO composite nanoparticles can be 
unambiguously observed in Fig. 5b, which shows a fully oxidized particle (bottom  - note that the FFT 
shows no evidence of Co) and a Co-CoO one (top -note the clear Co(111) spot in the FFT). Further, the 
high resolution TEM images also demonstrate the composite character of the nanoparticles, i.e., 
composed simultaneously of Co (marked by arrows) and CoO crystallites (see Fig. 5c).  
 
Notably, no traces of other cobalt oxides were found, as expected from the scarce amount of available 
oxygen (manifested in the presence of a remaining fraction of particles containing non–oxidized Co in all 
the samples) and the fact that CoO is the least oxygen-consuming oxide. Moreover, this result is 
consistent with a previous study on reactive sputtering of cobalt (De Toro et al 2006), where no oxides 
other than CoO were detected as long as there remained a fraction of metallic Co (even if marginally 
small). Further, the conventional shape of the loops (as opposed to “double-loop” type loops) rules out 
any contribution to the hysteretic response from the pure CoO AFM nanoparticles, which have been 
reported to show FM–like hysteresis loops in some cases (Morup et al 2007; Nogues et al 2005), and 
therefore do not influence the exchange bias results. Interestingly, taking an average diameter of 8 nm for 
the CoO nanoparticles, a blocking temperature of T1 = 50 K leads to an effective uniaxial anisotropy of 
6.3×104 J/m3, a value well within the rather wide range suggested in the literature (Kanamori 1957; Moran 
1995). Assuming that the fully oxidized CoO particles correspond to the smallest nanoparticles in the 
distribution (more unlikely to prevent the oxidation of inner FM regions during and after the aggregation 
stage) would lead to larger values for the inferred effective anisotropy.  
 
In summary, we have presented results on the magnetic properties of composite Co–CoO nanoparticles 
comprising a mixture of Co and CoO regions formed during the reactive aggregation of the particles 
using Ar/O2 mixtures. The nanoparticles were dispersed to a low concentration in a Cu matrix to avoid 
connectivity effects in the studied exchange coupling effect, which yielded relatively low values for the 
exchange–bias field. The temperature dependence of the magnetization reveals the presence of two 
different types of particles, oxide (CoO) NPs and composite Co–CoO particles, with the same 
characteristics (such as blocking temperature and exchange bias field) regardless of the oxygen pressure 
in the condensation chamber, which only affects their relative population. 
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